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A spacious deck boat that’s sure to please. 

BY BING O’MEARA 

STINGRAY
215LR
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When you first see the new Stingray 215LR broadside on 
the trailer, you admire its lines and graphics, and note its 
vee-shaped hull. Then you walk around to the bow, pull 
down a well-concealed boarding ladder, clamber into the 
bow area, survey the cockpit and realize that this isn’t 
just a big bowrider; it’s a spacious deck boat, with a hull 
that will do just fine in Great Lakes chop.

I had the pleasure of running this boat around Lake 
Robinson, a reservoir on the outskirts of Hartsville, 
South Carolina, and can affirm that this boat is a neat 
family day cruiser, chock full of fun and practical 
features. It has the deck boat’s spaciousness that also 
delivers an adrenaline-pumping performance without 
the flat-bottom, pounding ride that some deck boats can 
deliver. In fact, this boat performs like a vee hull, while 
not compromising its skinny-water, drive-up draft of 
just 17 inches. Draft is 34 inches with the drive down, 
which just might be a positive factor for many boaters 
who want to use this around the Great Lakes in places 
that are waiting to be dredged.

What really impressed me about this boat was how 
quick and agile it was with the 5.0 GXi SX Volvo Penta 
sterndrive, which cranks out 270 hp and has a single prop, 
although the same motor with Volvo Penta’s Duoprop is 
available. These are the higher-end power options; base 
power is a Mercury 4.3-liter MPI that produces 220 hp. 
The test boat’s Volvo mated with Stingray’s exclusive 
Z-plane hull to provide a top-end speed of more than 
50 mph. Company figures with a Stingray test pilot got 

the 21-footer to peak at 55.6 mph, and I was easily able 
to get her nearly that fast on my first run. 

Many boats, when pushed to the limit, trimmed up 
and run at wide-open throttle, do some chine walking 
and get downright squirrelly. Stingrays are specifically 
designed to not behave that way. The company’s Z-plane 
hull, first introduced in 1991 and tweaked since, really 
does an interesting thing. It features contours to the 
running surface that extend beneath both sides of the 
integrated swim platform. This creates a three-point 
contact with the water at higher speeds. Less hull in the 
water makes the boat faster, yet the running surface on 
both sides of the boat skims along the water and provides 
stability. Stingrays have always impressed me with their 
easy handling when you feel that need for speed. She got 
on plane quickly with minimal bow rise, achieving 30 
mph in just over seven seconds, all the way to 40 mph 
in just 10 seconds.

Other performance worth mentioning is the boat’s 
mid-range speed of around 25 mph, the engine turning 
less than 3000 rpm and producing a wake that skiers 
and boarders will like. Skis and boards fit in a cockpit 
sole compartment. The cockpit, incidentally, features 
snap-in carpeting. Simply snap it out, and hosing out 
the fiberglass inner-liner is, well, a snap.

Speaking of skiers, when they’re done skiing, they can 
put the wet rope in a molded, drained compartment above 
the swim platform so nothing else gets wet—and if you 
don’t care about the rope getting other things wet, you 
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Specifications
LOA: 21'11"
Beam: 8'5"
Weight: 3,775 lbs.
Draft: 1'5"
Fuel Capacity: 47 gals.
Water Capacity: 13 gals.
Power as tested: Volvo Penta 270-hp 
          5.0 GXi SX
Price as tested: $39,462

stingrayboats.com

Stingray 215LR
Standard Equipment
Enclosed head w/ vent window and lighting; 
auto/man. bilge pump (1100 gph); pressurized 
bow and transom showers; stand-up bimini 
top (acrylic) w/ boot; 25 qt. removable cockpit 
cooler; electronic engine hour meter; MB Quart 
180-watt marine audio system; fiberglass 
cockpit floor liner; cockpit table w/ base and 
stand; molded fiberglass cabin liner; transom 
mounted trim and tilt switch; freshwater sink; 
stainless steel stern, bow, and pull-up cleats; 
premium 36-oz. foam-backed vinyl w/ PreFixx; 
Porta-Potti w/ self-contained holding tank; 
power trim and tilt w/ indicator.

can use the space as a cooler. Skiers don’t even need to drip on the 
rear sunpad, as a section on the starboard side comes out to reveal 
a carpeted walkway. If you want to leave that section out, it has a 
designated storage space under the engine cover, where you also 
can store the cocktail table.

This boat is designed for everyone who wants to have fun, whether 
it’s swimming around and climbing aboard via the concealed, 
stainless steel ladder onto the big swim platform; or climbing 
the bow ladder of the beached boat after doing some exploration 
ashore. That’s really all you have to do ashore, since the passenger 
console conceals a head—and with amazing room for a boat this 
size (the actual “facility” is a Porta-Potti with self-contained holding 
tank). The compartment has its own electric lighting and even has 
a screened port light for daylight and ventilation.

The floorplan is pure deck boat, with a sofa that spans the width 
in front of the aft sunpad. Right behind the helm is a freshwater sink 
with a cooler snuggled in underneath. Beverage holders abound no 
matter where the passengers sit, and they’re oversized to fit cans 
in foam can coolers.

Design details I liked included the anchor compartment right 
in the bow, which featured a stainless steel pull-up cleat for easily 
tying off the anchor line right where you want it on the boat’s 

centerline. It had room for fenders and lines, too. Right behind that 
compartment is a molded-in cooler/storage box that could keep 
refreshments handy for the riders in the bow.

Boating families also ought to like how easily the bow seating 
area converts to a padded sundeck—simply lay three slats between 
the permanent seat pads, and place two cushions on the slats. All 
of these filler cushions—and a lot more—can be stowed under the 
bow seats.

The test boat offered a convenience package; essentially a list 
of 27 features ranging from indirect LED cockpit lighting, to a 
pressurized bow shower and transom shower, to a cockpit table 
with a base and stand that could be placed in the bow or in front of 
the cockpit sofa. Altogether, it added up to nearly $4,400 worth of 
items that Stingray offers at no charge. In fact, with free extended 
engine protection and a straight factory discount of $2,076, the 
suggested list price of the boat I trialed was $39,462.

Stingray has a well-deserved reputation for delivering quality 
boats that are well-thought-out for passengers to enjoy on the 
water—whether that means an evening cruise or eye-watering run 
down the lake. This 215LR “sport deck,” built on a hull that performs 
like a champ, certainly stays with that tradition. !




